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ABSTRACT 
For i = 1,. . . , m let Hi be an n, Xni Hermitian matrix with inertia In( H,) = 
(T,, Y,, 6,). We characterize in terms of the ri, vi. Si the range of In(H) where H 
varies over all Hermitian matrices which have a block decomposition H = 
(Xif)i,f-l.....m in which Xii is n, xni and Xii =H,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main results of this paper and those of [l] and [2] can be viewed as 
special cases of a general problem. When S is a subset of M,(C), let In(S) 
denote the set (In(M) : MES} of inertias of members of S. Let R = (Q) be 
any mXm symmetric matrix satisfying 
riic{O,l ,... > if i#j and rii c(In(M,,(C)). 
Let X[ R] denote the set of n X n Hermitian matrices H which have mX m 
block decompositions H= (Hii) in which each Hii is ni X ni and satisfies 
rank( Hij) Erii if i#i and ‘In( Hii) Erii. 
(Of course n=ni + - - - + n,.) The problem is to characterize In( X [RI). In 
this paper the case 
rii={O,l,..., min(ni,ni}} if i # j and rji a singleton 
is treated for arbitrary m by using the special case m=2 which is the main 
result of [2]. The case in which m= 2 and each rii is a singleton is in [l]. 
For additional introductory material see [2]. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM AND THE KEY LEMMA 
Given real numbers x1,. . . , x, and yl,. . . , y,,,, for k= 1,. . . , m set 
L,(m, x*, ye )=min( 2 xi+ 2 yi:ZC(l,...,m} and #(Z)=k . 
i4I iEI I 
Here #(I) is the number of elements in 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let m, nl,. . . , n, be positive integers, and set n= 
n,+**. +n,. The following are equivalent: 
(I) Given n.i Xn, Hermitian matrices Hi with In(H,)= (ni, vi, si) for i= 
1 ,..., m, there exists an nXn Hermitian matrix H=(Xii)i,j,l ,.,., m where the 
XrlarenjXni bbckssatisfyingX,i=HiandIn(H)=(n,v,n-n-v). 
(II) There exists an n X n Hermitian matrix H = ( Xii)i, j_ 1,. . , m where the 
Xii are ni Xnj blocks satisfying In(Xij)=(ni, vi,&) and In(H)=(p, v, n-r- 
v)* 
(III) For i=l,..., m the numbers ri, v,, Si are nonnegative integers satis- 
fying ri + v, + Si = ni, and T, v are nonnegative integers which satisfy 
(1) 77+v<n, 
(2) max{r,,..., v,} < 7r, max{v,, . . . , v,} < v, 
(3) n-(k-l)v<L,(m,n,,n,) fork=1 ,..., m, 
(4) v-(k-l)r<Lk(m,n*,v,)fork=l ,..., m. 
The following lemma on the existence of integral solutions to a system of 
inequalities will play a crucial role in proving Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, b, A_ 1,. . . , A,, B_,, . . . , B, be nonnegative integers. 
Set C=min{A_,, B_,}, u=min{C-b, A,}, v=min{C-a, Bo}. The system 
of inequalities 
adx, b<y, (2.1) 
x-ky<A, 
y-kx< B, 
fM k= -l,...,Z (2.2) 
has an integral solution if and only if 
a+b<C, (2.3) 
a-kv<A, 
b-kus; B, 
for k=O,...,l. 
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REMARK. More information about this system of inequalities is readily 
accessible-e.g., in the case that the coefficients are no longer integral, the 
conditions (2.3)-(2.4) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
solution. 
Proof. The cases I= - 1,O are simple, and we omit their proofs. Assume 
Z>O, and let S, devote the set of all real solutions to (2.1)-(2.2). 
Suppose S, #D, and Iet (x, y) E S, n Z2. Since S, cS,, a<x < u and 
b < y <u. Hence for k= 1,. . . , 1, a-kv<x-ky<A,and b-ku<y-kx<B,, 
because (x, y) ES, cSk. Since the theorem is valid for Z-0 and (x, y) ES,, 
we have a + b < c, and (2.4) holds for k = 0 also. 
Now for the converse. Since l> 0, we have a + b < C, and (2.4) for k = 0 
holds. Hence (a, o) and (u, b) lie in S, n Z2. If (a, U) lies on or below the 
liney=x,thena>v,andso(a,v)satisfiesy-kx<B~fork=-l,...,l.[The 
cases k= - 1,O follow because (a, v) ES,.] Also (a, v) satisfies the first 
inequality of (2.2) for k=O, . . . , 1, by assumption, and for k- - 1 because 
(a,v)~S,. Also (a,~) satisfies (2.1), since (a,v)ESO. Hence (a,u)~S(nZ~ 
if (a, u) lies on or below y=x. Similarly, assuming (u, b) lies on or above 
y = x (i.e. b > u) implies that it satisfies x - ky < A, for k = 1,. . . ,2. Then the 
second inequality of (2.4) and (u, b) ES, permit the conclusion (u, b) ES, n 
H2. 
In the remaining case that (a, v) lies above and (u. b) below y= x, the 
convexity of S, implies that the line y =x meets S,. Then, due to the shape of 
S,, the intersection will contain either (a, a) or (b, b). Both have integral 
coordinates and satisfy (2.2) for k= 1,. . . ,1. The one which lies in S, will 
satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) for k= - 1,O. Hence it lies in S, n 2’. m 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Proof. (I&(11): The method used in [2] for the case m = 2 works here. 
In proving that (II)o(III) we need concern ourselves only with (III)(z)- 
(4), since the part of (III) preceding (III)(B) follows from (II) by the definition 
of inertia. Consequently, we may henceforth assume that V, v, vi, vi, ai are 
nonnegative integers satisfying YT + v < n and 7ri + vi + Si = ni. We proceed by 
induction on m. The case m = 1 is easy to verify, and a proof for m = 2 is in 
[I]. Assuming that (II)+III) when the number of rows of blocks (and of 
columns of blocks) into which H is decomposed is m- 1, we can prove the 
following analogue of Lemma 2.3 of [2]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assuming the validity (11)~(111) for m- 1, integers T, v 
satisfy (II) if and only if there exist integers x, y such that 
r+yQn,+*-- +TI,_~, 
max(?z,,...,7rm_l} Qr, m={v,,...,v,_,} 6 y, (3.1) 
x-(k-l)y<L,(m-l,n,,q,) for k=l,...,m-1, 
y-(k-l)x<L,(m-l,n,,v,) for k=l,...,m-1, 
and 
n+vQn, 
max{x,n,}6n6min(n,+... +n,_,+7T,,n,+r}, 
max{y,v,}<vv(min{ni+.** +n.m-l+vm,n,+y}, (3.2) 
T-vQx+7rm, 
v-778 y+v*. 
Proof. Consider the block decomposition 
(3.3) 
andlet In(K)=(x, y, n-n, - x - y). Then (3.1) must hold, because (II)*(III) 
is valid for m- 1, and (3.2) holds by the Theorem in [2]. 
Conversely, if integers x, y satisfying (3.1) exist, then (II) (which is valid 
for m - 1) implies the existence of an (n - n,) X (n-n,) Hermitian matrix 
K=(Xif)i,i=l,...,m-l, where the Xii are ni X ni blocks satisfying In(Xii) = 
(rj,vi,Si) and In(K)=(x, y,n-n,--x-y). If T,V satisfy (3.2) for this x, y, 
then (I) of the Theorem in [2] shows that given any n, X n, Hermitian X,, 
of inertia (7r,,v,,S,) an (n--n,)Xn, matrix Y exists such that In(H) = 
(VT, v, n - T - v), where H is given by (3.3). n 
The inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) can be rewritten as 
a<x, bfy, 
x-iyaAi, y-ix<Bi for j=-1,O ,..., m-2, I 
(3.4) 
n,<71Qn.1+*.. +n,_,+77,, 
v,QvQn,+.** +n,_,+v,, 
1 
(3.5) 
77+vQn, 
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where 
u=max I 7ri ,..., ~~_i,n-n,,7r-v-~,}, 
b=max{V,,..., vm-i, Y--nm, u--“-zJ,}, 
A_i=B_i=ni+... +n,_,, 
AO=min{m,L,(m-l,n,,~,)}, Ba=min{v,Li(m-l,n,,v,)}, 
Ai =Li+l(m- 1, n*, Q), Bj=Li+l(m-l, n*, v*) 
for i=l,...,m-2. 
By Lemma 2.2 there exist integral x, y satisfying (3.4) if and only if 
a+b<C, (3.6) 
u-j(C-a) dAi, b-j(C-b) <Bi 
a-jB, <Aj, h-jAo <B, 
for j=O ,..., m-2. (3.7) 
When the symbols a, b, C, A,, Bi in (3.6)-(3.7) are replaced by all their 
possible values (N.B. e.g. the “possible” values of a are rl,. . . , T,,,_~, T- 
n,, P- u-q,,), an extensive (and redundant) system of inequahties results. 
In analyzing it we will use: 
LEMMA 3.2. 
(a) Forj=O,...,m-2, 
(j+l)L,(m-l,n,,a,)Sj(n,+... +n,_1)+Li+l(m_l,n*,~*), 
(b) Forj=l,...,m-2, 
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Proof. Once the first inequality of (a) and of (b) is established, the 
second two inequalities follow by interchanging the symbols T*, TV with v*, vi 
in the proofs. Let 
m-1 
Ll( m-l,n,,77,)=np+ 2 ni-np, 
i=l 
m-l 
Ll( m- 1, n,, v*) =vq+ C ni-nnp, 
i=l 
and let 
K{l,...,m-1) with #(Q-i+1 
be such that 
(Of course, p, q, I need not be unique.) 
(a): Since i(n, + * * * +n,_,)+Li+,(m- 1, nt, T*) equals 
which has j+ 1 summands, each at least rP + Zcf-‘n, - np (by definition this 
one is a smallest), (a) holds. 
(b): The definition of L,(m- 1, n,, T,) as a minimum implies that 
<jL, ( m-l, n+, v*) +Lf+l(m- 1, n*, r*) 
forj=l,...,m-2. a 
Now we derive a nomedundant system of inequalities, involving the 
symbols ri, vi, ni, which is equivalent to the redundant system which arises 
directly from (3.6)-(3.7). As we proceed, we will often use the statements in 
(III) which precede (III)(B) witbout explicitly mentioning them. The symme- 
try of our hypotheses tells us that once the inequalities contributed by 
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(I - i(C-a) <A, (respectively a- jB, <Ai) are found, those coming from 
b - j(C- b) < Bi (respectively b - jA, < Bi) can be determined by symmetry. 
Let us begin with a=GjBo+Ai and with the case j=O and A,=n. We 
obtain 
77, <7r for i=l,...,m-l (3.8) 
and two superfluous inequalities. When j = 0 and A, = L,( m - 1, n,, n,) the 
nonredundant inequalities are 
77-n, <L,(m-1, n,, a,), (3.9) 
~-Y--7T,~LL,(m-1,n,,n,). (3.10) 
The nonnegligible inequalities which result when / = 1,. . , , m - 2 and B,, = v 
are 
~-jv<Li+,(m-l,n,,m.)+n, 
77-(j+l)v<Li+r(m-l,n,,n.)+n, 
1 
for j=l,...,m-2. 
(3.11) 
When i=l,..., m-2 and B, = L,(m - 1, n*, u,), it is obvious that the first 
m - 1 inequalities (i.e. those with a = rri) resulting from 
are redundant. The other two can be eliminated, since (3.9), (3.10), and 
Lemma 3.2(b) give 
With that the analysis of u < jB, +Ai and (by symmetry) the rest of the 
second half of (3.7) is finished. 
Now we take up (j+l)a < jC+A, in (3.7). When j=O and A, =T, 
nothing new results. Suppose now that Ai=Li+l(m-l,n,,a,) and j= 
O,l,..., m-2. The case a =ri is redundant, and, since 
(j+l)max{fl-nm, ~-v--7r~] <(j+l)L,(m-l,n,,n,), 
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by Lemma 3.2(a) nothing new occurs when a= r-n,,, or T - v-q,,. Hence 
the first half of (3.7) yields no new inequalities. 
The inequality a+ b < C also yields only redundant inequalities. If either 
a-q or b=vi for i=l,..., m - 1, we make it (or both) larger using 9ri Q r or 
the symmetrical inequality: 
vi slu, i=l ,...,m--1. (3.12) 
Observing that rr + v < n, or using (3.12) or its symmetrical version 
v-nm<Ll(m--l,n,,v,), (3.13) 
will show that the inequality is negligible. When (a, b) = (7~ - n,, v - n,) or 
(?r-v-rm, v-n-v,),itisclearthata+bfC.When(a,b)=(~-n,,v-r 
- v,) or (r - v-r*, v-n,) we apply (3.13) and (3.9) respectively. 
To complete the list of inequalities we must add those which are 
symmetrical to (3.10) and (3.11). Namely, 
v-77--vV,GLl(m--l,n,,v,), (3.14) 
v--jn~Li+l(m-l,n,,~,)+n~ 
for i-1 ,..., m-2. (3.15) 
To summarize, we have shown [assuming the part of (III) preceding 
(IJI)(2) holds] that if the theorem is true for m- 1, then P, v satisfy (II) if and 
only if the inequalities (3.5) and (3.8)-(3.15) hold. Since (111)(l)-(4) can be 
seen to be merely a more concise formulation of these inequalities, the 
theorem is finished. n 
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